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Overall	 explanation:  The Tokyo Skytree Tower is the world's tallest independent radio tower with a height of 634 m. 

The tower is a new sightseeing spot in Tokyo, along with the "Skytree Town" newly developed around around it. After a 

construction period of 3 years and 8 months, the tower opened on May 20, 2012. The tower has generated worldwide 

attention for its design and construction, and the advanced technology and techniques required to construct it have been 

showcased in various places globally. It demonstrates the kind of cutting-edge, high-quality work that Japan takes pride in 

as a country. The surrounding Skytree Town includes attractions such as a large aquarium, Sola Machi commerial area 

with over 300 stores , "Prenatalium". There are two subway stations. Altogether, the tower and surrounding area showcase 

the development of Japanese economy and technology; and it is an interesting space to see for any visitor to Tokyo  

Number of visitors: Approximately 6.34 million visited duringfor the first year, and 26.31 million by the time of the tower’s 

for the fifth anniversary onuntil May 22nd, 2017. Visitors to overall Skytree Town area reached ~50.8 million people in the 

first year of opening. 
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Observatory: The tower includes several observation decks. The first is at is 350 m high, and 

includes restaurants and shopping facilities. The second observation deck is at 450 m, and 

includes a view corridor. The first deck and the second deck l are connected by a 110 m length 

slope. You can enjoy a 360° open view of the area and can even see Mt. Fuji if the weather is clear,  

Elevator: The rapid elevators move at an average speed of 600 m/sec, reaching the 1st observation 

deck at 350m from the 4th floor in only 50 seconds. Elevators can accomodate up tofor the 40 

people and are quiet, with shock-minimization technology. · no shake · the best technology 

without shocks.	 Elevators for business, from the basement (1F) to the 2nd observation deck at 

458m at a speed of 240 m / sec, accommodating up to 27 people. These elevatorshave a lifting 

distance of 464.2 m, the longest in Japan.  

Color: The tower’s steel frame is indigo white (Japanese ishiro), which is said to be the traditional color of dye used for 

textiles in this area.this area's dyeing   

Lighting design: At night, the tower it lit by nearly 2000 LED lights, which alternate in their flashing pattern every other day.  

State-of-the-art technology: About 25,000 steel pipes make up the tower’s framework. These pipes are interwoven in a 

complex 3D arragement complicated and yet are welded with high accuracy. To provide stability duaring an earthquake, the 

tower contains a variatioin control system,that counteracts shaking. This underbasicwork structure is the best has no 

earthquake-resistance-proof structure in the world.  

 

If you would like more, details on these technologies, please read the technical section on the next page.           


